
NOTE ON CONSTITUENTS ANNOTATION: 
 

For the attributes with a binary value (“yes”, “no”), such as <coord> or <impers>, if the value that applies is the default one (“no”), the 

attribute will not appear explicitly in the annotation. 

 

Node / description Attributes / description Attribute values / 

description 

Secondary attributes / 

description 

Secondary attribute 

values / description 

<coord> / coordinated 

element 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<impersonal> / 

impersonal sentence 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<sentence> / main 

sentence 

<verbless> / sentence 

does not have a main 

verb 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<adjunct> / the 

constituent is adjoined 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<clausetype> “adverbial” 

“completive” 

“participle” 

“relative” 

<clausesubtype> “comparative” / 

adverbial comparative 

clause 

“concessive” / adverbial 

concessive clause 

“conditional” / adverbial 

conditional clause 

“consecutive” / adverbial 

consecutive clause 

“suj” /  participle clause 

with subject 

<S> / clause 

<coord> / coordinated 

element 

“yes” 

“no” 

  



<discid> / discontinuity 

identifier 

 “1c” / complement to the 

first discontinuity core of 

the sentence 

 “2c” / complement to the 

second discontinuity core 

of the sentence 

 “1n” / core of the first 

discontinuity in the 

sentence 

“2n” / core of the second 

discontinuity in the 

sentence 

*This is an open value 

attribute. 

  

<impersonal> / 

impersonal clause 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

 

<verbless> / clause does 

not have a main verb 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<adjunct> / the 

constituent is adjoined 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<complex> / complex 

element 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<coord> / coordinated 

element 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<sa> / adjective phrase 

(depending of an clausal 

structure) 

<discid> / discontinuity 

identifier 

“1c” / complement to the 

first discontinuity core of 

the sentence 

 “2c” / complement to the 

  



 second discontinuity core 

of the sentence 

 “1n” / core of the first 

discontinuity in the 

sentence 

“2n” / core of the second 

discontinuity in the 

sentence 

*This is an open value 

attribute. 

<adjunct> / adjoined 

element 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<coord> / coordinated 

element 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<complex> / complex 

element 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<discid> / discontinuity 

identifier 

 “1c” / complement to the 

first discontinuity core of 

the sentence 

 “2c” / complement to the 

second discontinuity core 

of the sentence 

*This is an open value 

attribute. 

  

<gen> / gender  “f” / feminine 

“m” / masculine 

  

<s.a.> / adjective phrase 

<num> / number  “p” / plural 

“s” / singular 

  

<sadv> / adverbial 

phrase 

<adjunct> / the 

constituent is adjoined 

“yes” 

“no” 

  



<coord> / coordinated 

element 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<complex> / complex 

element 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

 

<discid> / discontinuity 

identifier 

“1c” / complement to the 

first discontinuity core of 

the sentence 

 “2c” / complement to the 

second discontinuity core 

of the sentence 

 “1n” / core of the first 

discontinuity in the 

sentence 

“2n” / core of the second 

discontinuity in the 

sentence 

*This is an open value 

attribute. 

  

<adjunct> / the 

constituent is adjoined 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<coord> / coordinated 

element 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<complex> / complex 

element 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<sn> / noun phrase 

<discid> / discontinuity 

identifier 

“1c” / complement to the 

first discontinuity core of 

the sentence 

 “2c” / complement to the 

second discontinuity core 

of the sentence 

  



 “1n” / core of the first 

discontinuity in the 

sentence 

“2n” / core of the second 

discontinuity in the 

sentence 

*This is an open value 

attribute. 

<elliptic> / constituent is 

not explicit 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<gen> / gender  “f” / feminine 

“m” / masculine 

  

 

<num> / number  “p” / plural 

“s” / singular 

  

<adjunct> / the 

constituent is adjoined 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<coord> / coordinated 

element 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<sp> / prepositional 

phrase 

<discid> / discontinuity 

identifier 

“1c” / complement to the 

first discontinuity core of 

the sentence 

 “2c” / complement to the 

second discontinuity core 

of the sentence 

 “1n” / core of the first 

discontinuity in the 

sentence 

“2n” / core of the second 

discontinuity in the 

sentence 

  



 *This is an open value 

attribute. 

<coord> / coordinated 

element 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<discid> / discontinuity 

identifier 

“1n” / core of the first 

discontinuity in the 

sentence 

“2n” / core of the second 

discontinuity in the 

sentence 

*This is an open value 

attribute. 

  

<gen> / gender  “f” / feminine 

“m” / masculine 

  

<grup.a> / adjective 

group 

<num> / number  “p” / plural 

“s” / singular 

  

<coord> / coordinated 

element 

“yes” 

“no” 

  <grup.adv> / adverb 

group 

<discid> / discontinuity 

identifier 

“1n” / core of the first 

discontinuity in the 

sentence 

“2n” / core of the second 

discontinuity in the 

sentence 

*This is an open value 

attribute. 

  

<coord> / coordinated 

element 

“yes” 

“no” 

  <grup.nom> / noun 

group 

<discid> / discontinuity 

identifier 

“1n” / core of the first 

discontinuity in the 

  



sentence 

“2n” / core of the second 

discontinuity in the 

sentence 

*This is an open value 

attribute. 

<gen> / gender  “f” / feminine 

“m” / masculine 

  

 

<num> / number  “p” / plural 

“s” / singular 

  

<grup.verb> / verb 

group 

    

<infinitiu> / infinitive     

<gerundi> / gerund     

<participi> / participle     

<morfema.pronominal> 

/ pronominal morpheme 

    

<morfema.verbal> / 

verbal morpheme 

    

<conj> / conjunction <conjunctiontype> “coordinating” 

“subordinating” 

  

 <coord> / coordinated 

element 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<coord> / coordination <coord> / coordinated 

element 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<adjunct> / the 

constituent is adjoined 

“yes” 

“no” 

  <inc> / inserted element 

<discid> / discontinuity 

identifier 

 “1c” / complement to the 

first discontinuity core of 

  



 the sentence 

 “2c” / complement to the 

second discontinuity core 

of the sentence 

*This is an open value 

attribute. 

<interjecció> / 

interjection 

    

<neg> / negation <adjunct> / the 

constituent is adjoined 

“yes” 

“no” 

  

<prep> / preposition     

<relatiu> / relative <discid> / discontinuity 

identifier 

“1c” / complement to the 

first discontinuity core of 

the sentence 

 “2c” / complement to the 

second discontinuity core 

of the sentence 

 “1n” / core of the first 

discontinuity in the 

sentence 

“2n” / core of the second 

discontinuity in the 

sentence 

*This is an open value 

attribute. 

  

<coord> / coordinated 

element 

“yes” 

“no” 

  <spec> / specifier 

<gen> / gender  “f” / feminine 

“m” / masculine 

  



 <num> / number  “p” / plural 

“s” / singular 

  

 


